ABSTRACT. Let X be a metrizable compact convex subset of a locally convex space. Using Choquet's Theorem, wc determine the structure of the support point set of X when X has countably many extreme points. We also characterize the support points of certain families of analytic functions.
INTRODUCTION.
Let X be a subset of a locally convex space E A continuous linear functional J on X is said to be associated with fE X if ReJ(f)=max{ReJ(g):g E X} and ReJ is non constant on X. In this case we call asuormrtpoint of X The set of support points of X will be denoted by Supp X The set of extreme points of a convcx subset F of E will be denoted by Ext F A [1, p.36] . Recently, the support points of many subclasses of A have been studied. For more details see [1] and [2] . 
